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a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. List of PJ
Electrical Diagrams. Thread starter OatStraw Start date Jan 17, Help Support Homebrew Talk:.
OatStraw Well-Known Member. I've seen several posts that someone should make a thread with
all of PJ's amazing diagrams. I don't know if this is all of them, but it should be a good start. I've
put a very basic description above each diagram, but it may not be accurate as I was trying to
interpret what I was seeing in the diagram, and I'm not an electrician. If a description is wrong
please let me know in a PM. Place Holder. Joined Apr 9, Messages Reaction score This would
be asking a lot, but could you post a link to where you got each diagram? And I agree, great
work! Handsaw Well-Known Member. Handsaw said:. I think the links would be great so that we
could see the discussion. How long did it take you to gather all of these up? Thanks for doing
this. No good deed goes unpunished. P-J said:. I'm very old and at this time I'm not doing well.
All of the diagrams will soon be lost to all. Sorry, but these are the facts of the issue at hand.
Basic facts. I've tried a few times over the past year or so to see if the diagrams could be
sponsored on the host Save what you can When I'm gone it's all gone. This is Charlotte, NC. Jps
Well-Known Member. P-J, We briefly discussed doing a diagram. I am so sorry to hear of your
health challenges. Know this, and I hope it gives you solice, you have helped more than you will
ever know on this forum. I personally, look forward to every post you make. I will pray for you
and your health. Some may scoff at this, but you have been a great contributor to many of us!
God Bless! P-J, It's rare for someone to take so much time and effort to create diagrams to fit so
many people's personal needs. When I was looking into going electric, you were really the only
one that was so eager to help. It's the main reason I became a premium member actually. This
kind of content and help was not available anywhere else. This thread will be super helpful to
others. Thank you and cheers! ColoHox Compulsive Hand Washer. Excellent thread. This will be
sticky material. Many of us owe P-J big time for helping us plan and troubleshoot our systems.
Ajgeo Well-Known Member. P-J, You have helped many people more than you know. I don't
often comment on this sub-forum, but I visit it frequently. I have a half dozen of your diagrams
saved for reference. With help from your diagrams, I have been electric brewing 15 gallon
batches for a year and a half. Electro-brewing is awesome and you are awesome. Thank you! I
hope you feel better soon! Remember: "You can't take something off the internet, that's like
trying to take pee out of a swimming pool. Once it's in there, it's in there. Marquez Well-Known
Member. Hey P-J, I am very sad to hear of your health status. I feel your input is very important
and generous, and feel that you are a very good friend. I've never met you, but through your
posts I feel that I have. What ever is happening I hope that you can post again and again for a
long time to come. And that someday I can have a beer together with you. Sorry to hear about
all that! We should talk as I host and maintain several websites for companies and would love to
preserve all of your great work on my servers. Ajgeo said:. Joined Feb 26, Messages 2, Reaction
score P-J, many thanks and all the best The electric forum won't be the same without P-J. He
was a huge help to my build, and I know I learned a lot from looking at all his other diagrams. I
appreciate everything you've done and wish you the best health!! LandoLincoln Well-Known
Member. He's just been amazingly helpful to so many. Yes, we definitely need to get all of his
drawings on various web servers so they'll always be around and get all of the related threads
to point to the places where the drawings can be referenced. I'm very sorry to hear that you're
not well, P-J. I hope you get better. This place will not be the same without you. Bummer to hear
about your health PJ. Your contributions and attention to detail are amazing and spot on. It's
hard to believe that HBT would not work with you on the issue of your drawings. Maybe TX
would chime in here Again thanks PJ!! First - P-J hasn't gone anywhere and as far as I'm
concerned, isn't any time soon, so stow the nonsense to that end. Working behind the scenes,
helpful beyond expectations, and never asking for anything in return. We're better as an electric
brewing community because of him! Goes without saying PJ is the man. Last year I did a scrape
on pj's diagrams so i had all the references in one spot which was just easier for my research
and build etc It appears the index file is no longer in his web directory so this may not be totally
current, but from what I have stashed Or i'm happy to put them someplace more easily
accessed with a directory if PJ doesn't care. OK i took down any urls that link to all the images
that you have published the same urls for all over this site. I thought you put them up here for
people to use? Why is it so bad to get the same diagrams all in one place? If you want them
secure, then completely take them offline. That is the only way. You are a funny dude. P-J Thank
you for the hard work and time you have put in on bettering the electric brew community. You
and I haven't had the opportunity to communicate in this forum. But after spending many hours

looking over your drawing, you have made me more comfortable building my control panel.
Thank you, Thank you, Thank you. Has far as what just happened, I think he had the best of
intentions but may have step over a line. I hope someone with you can come up with a good
idea on how your work can be saved for the good of the brewing community. Joined Aug 13,
Messages 1, Reaction score Location minneapolis. Well, I was one of those people at one point
that said this should be done. P-J, Thank you so much for doing these diagrams for us. I found
one that exactly suits my needs. How do we go about downloading the diagrams from your web
site? I have printed out the one that I'm going to use, but it would be nice to be able to go back
to the source after you are gone which I hope is not as soon as you make it sound. Just how old
are you anyway and what is dragging you down? My mother-in-law is so that is what I consider
old. In her case everything is wearing out at once pretty much like the "Wonderful One Horse
Shay. P-J; Hope you feel better. Planning my electric brewery now, these diagrams are
invaluable to me. If it helps for ease of back-up and distribution, I can put all these in a single
PDF file. That way you have one indexed file versus a number of seperate image files. Regards,
Kevin. Does anyone know where to find that diagram? Really bummed to bear that THE MAN
with so much knowledge and generosity to this site is suffering some health issues! I like to
think we're all a family here sometimes! I've been trying to plan a RIMS Toolbox to work on v
and I have no clue which diagram to go off of, anyone care to offer some helpful advice if our
Buddy P-J is still under the weather? I'd like one with lights to let me know when the element is
firing as well as an E-Stop, but I'm not sure if any of the above diagrams match that?
MyNameIsPaul said:. Paul, Thank you for your kind words. Here is a diagram that I just finished
for you as I did not have one that really fit your description. I hope it matches your needs. I
could kiss you. Thank you so so much. P-J, I can't remember where I saw the diagram but the
style was your's. It was for someone who had bought an EPO switch which only had a NC
contact it seems like it would have been cheaper to buy another switch than to buy a contactor,
but he may have already had one. Why do you prefer to trip the GFCI? At first I thought it was
because it was cheaper. Getting old is not for sissies. Auber Insturments is awsome. I finished
building my control panel Wed afternoon and when I plugged it in the contactors made this
awful racket like I had wired it up as a buzzer. I checked the wiring and everything looked
correct. I then wired directly to the coil and it still made the racket so I was really bummed. But
get this. Thursday morning I called Auber instruments and told them the problem and let them
listen to the racket and Friday's mail had new contactors in it with a prepaid return mailing label.
I can only imagine the problem getting this straightened out if I had bought the contactor off of
eBay from China. They are quality people to work with. And as always - click on the image to
see and save a full scale diagram printable on Tabloid paper 11" x 17" I hope this helps you in
your adventure. I'm not P-J, but your understanding is correct from what I can tell in the
diagram. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Seeking PJ diagram Replies
8 Views 2K. Jun 13, bolts. PJ diagram modification. Replies 13 Views 3K. Dec 31, dkmag. PJ
Diagram Question. Aug 29, kosmokramer. PJ wiring diagram. Replies 12 Views 8K. Sep 18,
SaevaVeritas. Replies 13 Views 4K. Aug 18, P-J. Latest posts. For Sale. Essential non brewing
equipment Latest: smata67 3 minutes ago. General Homebrew Discussion. Music Match Latest:
doogster 5 minutes ago. General Chit Chat. Electric Brewing. What do you do with your spent
grains? Latest: schivvers 18 minutes ago. Our products are only available through this website.
We do not build for others. We provide you with everything you need to know to build and use
your own brewery using non-proprietary off-the-shelf industrial grade components to ensure
long term serviceability. Build once, use it a lifetime. Don't want to build or source parts
yourself? Our shop features parts, kits, and pre-assembled products carefully hand built in the
USA. We ship worldwide and support our products and customers for life. An electronic book
version of our build instructions for reading offline, printing, or for just having a complete
backup. Available for immediate download. Free, easy to follow step by step instructions using
non-proprietary industrial grade components. No need to understand electrical schematics or
CAD drawings. Follow our Brew Day Step by Step guide to brew the perfect batch. Take your
beer to the next level by making yeast starters, adjusting your water, and more. Brew up
something special with our award winning recipes, including our popular Electric Hop Candy: A
hazy New England style IPA with a surprisingly soft and pillowy mouthfeel, full of fruit-forward
hop flavours and aromas. Got questions? Visit our discussion forum where you can talk to
other brewers building and using our design. Only electric heating elements are building code
compliant where I live. The Electric Brewery setup is incredible. It is elegant, brewhouse
efficient, affordable, flexible in both implementation and function, and has incredible WOW
factor. One can choose to DIY entirely or to have some components pre-built. The instructions
and links to supplies, components and tools are simply brilliant. My non-brewing DIY friends are
amazed at Kal's website. The ability to control temperature is a major advantage of this setup. It

allows both beginning brewers and experienced brewers the opportunity to brew high quality
beer and reproduce it again and again. This means new recipes that we develop on a small
scale are more reliable when it comes to full-scale production. Local fresh ingredients were just
too hard to come by. My progression went from stovetop in the kitchen to propane burners in
the garage. I drooled, researched, and prepped for the inevitable. The day finally came when I bit
the bullet and bought into the electric craze!!! Not just the panel which to me is the heart and
soul of the brew process but all aspects of the layout and equipment. Well done! My
prerequisites included the need to brew indoors, an efficient and practical way to control the
brewing process in an easily reproducible fashion, and a brewery that was as beautiful as it was
functional. Early in my search I found theelectricbrewery. The panel very much appeals to my
sense of aesthetic and function. It's elegant and refined and yet intuitive and simple. It's a
professional grade control panel at the fraction of professional cost. No other company I looked
into made anything that came close, in my opinion. If you want a safe and attractive way to
make the best beer you can, then do your research and come back to The Electric Brewery.
Totally worth it! We've brewed over batches on it and ALL the equipment and components are
still working like the day we got them. I spent a year researching brew configurations and based
on my research and personal experience, Kal's system was my choice. The reviews from other
brewers on the build and use of his system convinced me and my brew buddies that an all
electric indoor system laid out in Kal's configuration was the way to go. I have now brewed ten
beers on the system and have my eight taps brimming with top notch beers! When asked what
brewing is like by buddies who don't brew, the usual answer is, 'A lot of cleaning that results in
beer! I find that on this system cleanup is a breeze. I am a hop head and stout fan and love
double IPAs and rich chocolatey imperial stouts. This system can handle both without any
issue. Thank you Kal and Mike from me and my brew crew! When it came to controlling our 20
gallon system there really is no other choice to make except The Electric Brewery, all other
options for me were a compromise that I was unwilling to make. I would highly recommend The
Electric Brewery system to anyone who is looking to do the same. Thanks Kal! A Russian
Imperial Stout. Hit all the numbers. Your control panel was an absolute pleasure to use. What a
beautiful, intuitive, functional piece of brewing kit. Please thank Mike. The build quality
exceeded my already lofty expectations. York, Pennsylvania Photos. I went from extract stove
kits to this electric system without any all grain experience. The thing that struck me the most
was how hands off this system really is. I found myself staring at my brewery stand wondering
why I hadn't gone this route sooner. Clean up was easy and everything functioned perfectly. I
chose this approach because I wanted to do it right the first time and not have to upgrade years
down the road. Hopefully one day this test system will turn into more than a hobby. I can't wait
to brew next weekend and am already planning my next batch. Thanks a bunch for your hard
work and great information. The texture of the powder coating is awesome and the wiring is so
clean and tight. You didn't skimp on the quality of any of the parts used in constructing this
box. You even used high quality name brand XLR connectors for the temp probes. Mike you did
an outstanding job assembling this work of art! It really is a pleasure to do business with a
company as solid as you guys. It is hard to lay out this kind of cash for a product unseen on the
internet, but if anyone out there is considering purchasing this control box and is on the fence, I
can highly recommend it, and I'd say go for it. Put your doubt and skepticism aside this control
box is the real deal and it delivers. The pictures do not do it justice and you really have to see it
in person. I have already brewed several times with the new control box and my new rig, and it
is an absolute pleasure to use. I get excited and look forward to brew days now, where the
temps are easily held at whatever temp I need and the precise control is at your fingertips.
Needless to say because of this my beers have already advanced to the next level. I'm not just
saying this, as my friends and family are always asking me now what I am brewing next, or
saying after tasting my latest brew, 'You know you could sell this beer!! I look forward to many
many years of quality brewing and I will be passing your box and my rig on to my kids one day!
One of the worst things I can think of as a brewer would be for us to produce a great batch of
beer and have people enjoy it, only to not be able to reproduce those results on the next batch!
That's how you lose the faith of your customer base. What I found was that while our previous
home brew system produced great beer, we had very little control and our batches could vary
from batch to batch. In short, we needed to update our brew system to afford more control over
each batch. And with that, we started building a pilot system based on The Electric Brewery
design. Our new electric set up is designed to mirror the process and functionality of
professional breweries. Being a technical guy, I wanted to apply those skills to the challenge of
brewing better beer through precision. I chose TheElectricBrewery to be the heart of my
brewery; I wanted accurate control over the mashing process and I knew TheElectricBrewery
was capable of getting me there. Kal has designed a solid control panel that has been in use at

my home for 4 years. This system has produced 26 Bronze, 35 Silver, and 42 Gold medals. In
addition to these medals, it has brought home 3 first place best of shows, 3 second place best
of shows, 2 third place best of shows, and 1 national NHC final round silver medal. I highly
recommend TheElectricBrewery to anyone thinking about taking homebrew to the next level. An
electronic book version of the build instructions on our website perfect for reading offline,
printing, or just having a complete backup. Available for immediate download - no waiting! All
rights reserved. Powered by Shopify. Menu 0. The open source brewery Get Building. Industrial
grade components Get Building. Non-proprietary parts Get Building. Loved by pros and
homebrewers Get Building. In over 60 countries Get Building. Build once, use forever Get
Building. Kits and pre-assembled products available Shop. Shop our Products. All Products.
Control Panels. Stainless Fittings, O-Rings. Hop Stopper. Hose Parts. Control Panel Parts. Heat
Sinks. Tags, Handles. Lights, Buzzers. Temperature Controllers, Timers. Meters, Power
Supplies, Transformers. SSRs, Relays, Contactors. Plugs, Connectors, Receptacles. Fuses,
Breakers. DIN Rail Components. Gift Cards. Clearance Items. Newest Items. The Complete
Guide to Building Your Brewery An electronic book version of our build instructions for reading
offline, printing, or for just having a complete backup. Building Your Brewery Free, easy to
follow step by step instructions using non-proprietary industrial grade components. Recipes
Brew up something special with our award winning recipes, including our popular Electric Hop
Candy: A hazy New England style IPA with a surprisingly soft and pillowy mouthfeel, full of
fruit-forward hop flavours and aromas. Discuss Got questions? Testimonials "I chose to go with
The Electric Brewery first because I needed to brew all grain indoors year round. As Featured In.
The Complete Guide to Building Your Brewery An electronic book version of the build
instructions on our website perfect for reading offline, printing, or just having a complete
backup. Buy Now. More Wine! If you find it useful consider buying us a beer. You may also
show your support by signing up to be a Club Member. The control panel can only be powered
up if the key is inserted and turned. The main control panel power switch requires a key. No
unauthorized brewing! A relay is simply an electrically operated switch. Power input wiring
diagram:. With the power key switch off, power is completely cut off from the rest of the control
panel. Only the power switch itself is energized. Turning the power key switch ON allows V to
pass through the relay coil which closes the relay contacts making a satisfying 'clunk' noise.
Later on we'll be drawing power off the large 10 gauge wire before the fuse to run our
power-hungry heating elements. The amp meter measures the voltage drop across the shunt 0.
The tiny voltage drop does not affect the other equipment in the panel. The 8 positions are not
wired together by default so short jumper wires are used as shown in the diagram above. You
may also use pre-made terminal strip jumpers. Location of the components:. Search this site:.
More Wine! Control Panel Part 2. You may notice what appears to be extra wires in some of the
close-up photos when compared to the wiring diagrams. The result is the same. There's no
need to send 10 pairs of wires all the way back to the buses each time. In the power input wiring
diagram below we show an example of how this can be accomplished. Which screws on the bus
are used for the connections does not matter, but all wires connected to the bus must be tied
together using short wire jumpers or pre-made terminal strip jumpers as the 8 small metal bars
that make up the buses are not connected electrically. When connecting a wire, simply choose a
free screw and then make a short wire jumper or use pre-made terminal strip jumpers to
connect the new wire to the others on the bus. As mentioned in the previous bullet, if the
component you wish to connect to a bus is close to another component that is already
connected to the same bus through an existing wire, you may simply connect the two
components together to save on wiring. In future wiring diagrams, these buses will not be
shown in order to make the diagrams easier to read. Instead, we will simply indicate which bus
a wire must connect to with an arrow and some text. All rights reserved. Legal Information. Are
you are a master electrician? Do you understand all of the ins and outs of capacitors,
potentiometers, and ground wires? This article is for the electrically challenged, like us. There is
a lot of information out there for building all electric systems. But this article is for the mere
mortals among us that want the advantages of electric brewing without electrocuting ourselves
or burning down our homes. I began exploring electric brewing about 3-years ago. I have
brewed almost exclusively that way ever since. Like a lot of brewers, my brewing setup evolved
as my interest in the hobby grew. I started with a small pot and grew to a gallon 3-tier setup. I
thought the 3-tier setup would be the fulfillment of a dream. It was great except the 2-hours
spent every brewday schlepping equipment out of my basement and shed. With a young family
and a demanding job, something had to give. I either needed to resign myself to brewing 4 or 5
times a year or I needed a new method. I wanted the ability to brew and clean in place to avoid
all of the wasted setup and breakdown time. I needed to move my brewing indoors. Without a
way to vent carbon monoxide from my basement, electric brewing was the only option. I started

my eBrewing exploration by reading online resources. There is a whole subculture of
homebrewers devoted to electric brewing. I found Electric Brewery. As a novice electrician, I
became concerned about the warnings that accompanied many of the builds. With propane
burners, a lot of heat is lost to the air. With electric brewing, the heat source is submerged in
the wort or heating only the parts of your kettle directly touching the burner true for induction
burners, more on that later. The small amount of energy loss makes it much for efficient. Many
homebrewers have a temperature controller for their keezer, kegerator or fermentation chamber.
I personally own two Inkbird controllers and a Johnson temp controller. With eBrewing, you can
repurpose these gadgets to precisely control your mash temp. They are inexpensive and easy
to acquire. Induction heats very evenly across the surface of the kettle. There is much less
chance of caramelizing your wort, creating hot spots or heating unevenly during the mash.
These problems are pretty common with gas. This is one of my favorite things about eBrewing.
There are few things worse than running out of gas during a brew session or making that last
minute run to get a full tank. If you are really into your carbon footprint or really want the
cheapest price per therm, electric is less expensive than propane. If you have solar panels, then
you could brew carbon neutral. This changed my mind about what I thought I wanted. By this
point, I had too much invested in my equipment to buy a turnkey system. With the High Gravity
system as inspiration, I set out to build an electric system with these guidelines:. I already
owned a pre-wired bucket heater. I previously used the bucket heater for preheating my cooler
mashtun. Quite a few brewers use bucket heaters. I have never been convinced of their safety.
Second, they are not manufactured with food grade materials. Who knows if they are safe for
water, but not for something more acidic? I knew I wanted a better option, but all I found were
water heater elements that required electrical skills I did not possess. I began researching
induction burners as an alternative heat source. They use magnets to produce heat. Plus, they
are efficient and do not produce ambient heat like a normal electric stove burner. Induction
works by heating the metal via magnets. An induction burner only heats ferrous metals. It is not
a general heat source like a gas flame or common electric kitchen burner. If you can stick a
magnet to your kettle, you can use an induction burner. They do not work for aluminum kettles.
The commercials versions are typically overkill for a homebrewer, i. However, a nice
commercial burner will be more powerful, especially if it runs on v. I eventually bought this
induction Burner. There are a few other electric cooktop options available that work great for
homebrewing as well, but for the price, this one works the best for brewing. After adding an
induction burner, I was ready for my first brew. Initially, I hoped that the induction burner would
be powerful enough to meet my needs, but it was not the case. After waiting what seemed like
an eternity for my strike water to heat up, I realized that the induction burner alone was not
powerful enough. A v watt induction burner alone is not enough for 5-gallon batches. It takes
forever to heat strike water and for wort to come to boil. I added the bucket heater to provide the
necessary BTUs to get my brew session moving. One important note, if you are running on a
regular electrical circuit, you cannot run both devices on a single circuit. Luckily in my
basement brewing area, I have two separate v electrical circuits. Many induction burners have
temperature control settings. I was losing too much heat during my mash. Adding insulation
and keeping the induction burner F kept my mash temp was very stable. Other advantages of
induction burners are easy cleanup since wort wipes right off with a little water and safety
features that turn off the burner when there is no liquid present. My first brew session was a
disappointment. Brewing took too long. The water took too long to heat up. And the heat stick in
the wort made me nervous. In some ways, it took me back and not in a good way to when I first
started brewing on the kitchen stove. The good news is that setup and teardown took about
mins. I also enjoyed the fact that while I was waiting, I could walk steps and watch TV or listen
to music. Since everything is confined to my basement, I clean by re-circulating PBW at near
boiling temps through the entire system. I began researching alternatives. This prototype
consisted of the new element installed near the bottom of my kettle underneath the false bottom
and the W induction burner. I run both heating sources on separate circuits to keep from
blowing a fuse. I also added a GFCI adapter for additional protection. The new element turned
out to be the missing piece. Even at V W , the element is powerful and efficient. I found the new
setup to be comparable time-wise to my outdoor , BTU propane burner. My water heated so
quickly that I overshot my mash temp. It took a few brews to get things dialed in. After a few
brews, I added a temp controller to make life easier. It is easy to set my strike water temp and let
it heat while I mill grain and get other things ready. Typically, my strike water is at the correct
temp when I am done with my other brewday tasks. A temp controller also makes step-mashing
and mash-out without overshooting my target temperature easy. Recirculating or stirring the
mash is necessary to prevent hot spots. Given the size of the heating element, I had to remove
my bazooka screen. With the addition of the element, the induction burner and the temperature

controller, I had a system that was reasonably priced, easy to use, but with minimal electrical
work. I love brewing indoors. There are many advantages. The biggest plus for me is being able
to brew whenever I have free time. I find eBrewing to be more precise. It makes it easier to
reproduce beers that I really like. Minimizing my setup time makes my brew day more enjoyable.
Opposition to brewing has dropped to near zero with my wife and kids. Brewing more with less
hassle, and better reproducibility. Robert is an avid homebrewer and craft beer aficionado. He
loves the gadget side of homebrewing and is constantly tinkering with his two breweries, a
gallon eBIAB setup and a gallon three-tier rig. He loves Belgian beers and is known for his
saisons. His career path has been strange and varied, including time as a sous chef, political
consultant for over 25 campaigns, and more recently as a business intelligence professional at
the US State Department and large financial institutions. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main
content Skip to primary sidebar Are you are a master electrician? Me either. Electric Brewing
Kept My Hobby Alive Like a lot of brewers, my brewing setup evolved as my interest in the
hobby grew. What I did learn piqued my interest. After all, electric brewing has a lot of
advantages. Highly efficient heating With propane burners, a lot of heat is lost to the air. Precise
temp control Many homebrewers have a temperature controller for their keezer, kegerator or
fermentation chamber. No hot spots Induction heats very evenly across the surface of the
kettle. No propane refills This is one of my favorite things about eBrewing. Less expensive If
you are really into your carbon footprint or really want the cheapest price per therm, electric is
less expensive than propane. With a system like this, I could brew in my basement whenever
the opportunity presented itself. With the High Gravity system as inspiration, I set out to build
an electric system with these guidelines: The system had to run on v circuit s , i. I wanted a
solution that was affordable. Homebrewers' Choice. If you are into home brewing then you have
likely heard of " The Electric Brewery " created and run by a fellow named Kal. If you haven't
then get over there and read up. This is the best homebrew setup out there, well thought out,
well designed and effectively open source. It uses electric hot water heater elements, a
three-kettle two-pump setup, and a process control panel to bring your home brewing to a new
level of awesome and easy. Kal has designed a top-notch, no-compromises system that is safe,
enjoyable and easy to use. However, it is expensive. Also, Kal is an engineer by training, and as
a fellow engineer I cannot possibly leave well enough alone and must change his design. This is
job security which is bred into all engineering types. You can substitute fittings and pots and
pumps to reduce system cost, but the heart of the "Electric Brewery" system and one of the
costliest is the control panel. I can attest to the fact that this control panel works and makes
great beer. If that sounds good to you, then read on! The key to designing this kind of control
system on the cheap is flexibility and availability. If you stick to the recipe strictly you may find
that you cannot source the specified part locally or economically. Also, depending on your
system you may be able to substitute a lower cost lesser performing part safely. So here I am
going to present the parts that I used and you can use them as a guide for sourcing your own.
In some cases the parts are from the internet and anyone can get them while others are local
surplus and you might need to sub. I'll go into detail on what you should look for when
choosing parts as needed. A number of features are eliminated from the control panel
presented here as compared to the one designed on the Electric Brewery. The purpose being to
simplify the design and reduce cost. The cheap design eliminates the safe start interlock, the
alarm buzzer, the alarm light, the alarm reset button, the power on light, the voltage panel meter,
the current panel meter, the process timer, the alarm selectors, the pump lights, and the metal
enclosure. None of these changes significantly impact system safety but substantially reduce
component count and wiring complexity. That said, a number of additional system changes
could be made to further reduce cost. For example, in actual operation, the only temperature of
consequence is the HLT hot liquor tank temperature. Similarly, this is the only temperature that
requires control. As a result we can eliminate the temperature probes, the XLR sockets, the PID
controllers for the mash tun and boil kettle. The boil kettle will still need some control to allow
increasing or decreasing heat input. This can be accomplished with a basic PWM pulse width
modulation circuit that is adjustable in duty cycle via a simple potentiometer. This would
directly drive the boil SSR. See the attached photos for details. The first step is to open the case
which is fairly easy, the front bezel and PCBs slide out once you depress the locking tab. Next
locate the output relay using the connection diagram printed on the outside of the case or the
user manual. Then desolder the VAC relay. Lastly we shunt the 12VDC trace to the output lugs
so that we can access this signal outside of the housing. One final note is that you will need to
configure the PID controller to reduce the cycle time to around 2 seconds which is often the
minimum on relay output PIDs since rapid cycling of the mechanical relay will quickly cause it
to fail. Having removed the mechanical relay and now driving an SSR with no moving parts we
want the system to respond more rapidly. The following are guidelines when selecting

components: Burner Lights: The burner lights illuminate when the SSR and contacting relay are
active. When this happens, the lights will have VAC across them so you need a light rated for
VAC and they will illuminate. A VAC light will draw twice its design current and burn out quickly.
Neon, incandescent, and LED lights for this duty are available. I recommend you head to your
nearest electronics surplus store or pull from salvage equipment. Nothing fancy is needed. You
could eliminate these but since it is handy to know when the big heaters are being made hot the
lights are a nice to have. Keep them. Keyswitch : A keyed switch isn't really needed, but it adds
a cool factor especially if you need to turn two keys in unison to arm the system. Also a keyed
switch will keep random passers-by from firing up your brewery, as long as you hide the keys
somewhere. If you hide the keys somewhere you are sure to forget where you put them because
hey, we're brewing beer here and you can't brew beer without making room in kegs for that beer
by drinking beer. Make sure you have a second key made. Any keyswitch rated for VAC will
work. No real current handling capacity is needed since the keyswitch just enables the main
relay. Burner enable switch : The important spec on this switch is that it have an off and two
separate on states and be rated for VAC. An on-off-on toggle is a good cheap choice and is
what I used. Heater element receptacles : You will need to be sure that the plugs on the end of
your heater element wires are compatible with the receptacles you have on your control panel
but as long as everything is rated for VAC and 30A you can choose what you like. I went with
locking receptacles to prevent pull out, but those are a little pricey. As you can see from the
pictures I used 4-wire plugs and receptacles but only 3-wire is needed 2 hots and a ground.
However I had the 4-wire parts lying around so PIDs : Go for it. You can do it. If you find a
cheaper PID or have some sitting around you can likely mod them to work. SSR output
preferred. The specifics will be up to you, feel the burn. Pump Switch: All you need is on-off and
capable of handling the voltage and current of the pumps. The pumps are not a big load
nominally but since they are motors their start up current can be large. So oversize the switches
here. Rate them the same as your pump receptacles for peace of mind. Pump outlet receptacles:
Just use whatever household VAC 15A double outlet you have sitting around. Failing that, buy
the cheapest at your local big box store. Nothing fancy here. Temperature probe sockets : Use a
socket that matches the cables on your temperature probes. Anything will work, no current
capacity or special voltage requirements needed. Holes for the PID controllers, the switches,
lights, plugs, receptacles, and other penetrations are also cut with the laser. The laser-cut
pieces comprise the front, top and bottom of the housing, with scrap plywood screwed to an
internal frame to form the sides and back. The sides and back are thicker wood and are screwed
together such that they form one U-shaped piece and the frame with laser-cut panels form the
main piece that slides into the sides and back. See the exploded CAD view. Screws hold the two
halves together and allow the box to be disassembled in the event that additional changes,
repairs or work needs to be performed on the electronics within. The thicker sides and back are
cut slightly larger than the laser-cut panels and frame to allow overhang to somewhat protect
the thinner wood panels from damage. You will need to modify the attached laser cut files PDFs
to match the components you choose. Particularly, the cutouts for the lights, switches, and
receptacles may need to be changed. The final step is to wire everything up. This is where
attention to detail, a steady hand, and a ready supply of curse words can come in handy. Make
sure everything is unpowered when you are wiring, be safe, and understand what you are doing.
Releasing the magic smoke from inside electronic components is not a good way to reduce
system cost. A lot of the wire in the control panel is heavy duty to carry large currents and is
thus hard to work with. When using terminal strips you may find that it helps to tin the stripped
ends of the wires. Crimping on ring and spade lugs will be required so pick up a crimp tool
when you buy your lugs. The attached pseudo-schematic gives you an idea of what you want to
do. In the schematic, thick fat wires are heavy duty 10 gauge for the 30A heaters. The rest are
drawn with thin lines and can use smaller wire like 20 or 22 gauge since no appreciable current
will be carried. However, the wires for the pump switches and outlets are drawn in medium
weight because they should be 14 gauge since the outlets are rated to 15A and you may be
plugging things into these outlets such as pumps, fans or the occasional vacuum cleaner that
may draw a significant current. The terminal strips were converted into "Bus" strips by using
short sections of solid copper wire that short the terminals together as you can see in the photo
of the interior wiring. Be sure to use a heavy duty wire, in this case 10 gauge for the hot bus and
might as well use 10 for the neutral bus. Another method to cut down on the number of wires
running around your enclosure is to use the ring or spade terminals to accept more than one
wire to allow you to avoid running a single wire for each need. In the case of the PID controllers
you can see in the wiring photo that I've daisy chained the hot and neutral wires at the spade
lugs to cut down on wires. Be sure to have a good single point ground for the heaters and the
outlets. If your enclosure is metal, ground it too. Also grounding the housings of metal

components such as the key switch or the toggle switches is a good idea. Bring these grounds
to a single point, which in my case was a bolt that I put all the ground ring terminals on and
tightened them together. You can see this bolt in the lower right of the interior photo. This GFCI
breaker is an expensive item but vital to making the whole brewery safe. Do not skimp on this!
Be sure to double check all your wiring before powering up the system. When everything is
checked and double checked, you should leave the control panel unplugged from the wall but
plug all the components such as the heaters and pumps and temperature probes into the
control panel and check to be sure that your kettles and other items are not accidentally shorted
to the hot or neutral leads with a multimeter. With that checked, you can arm the system and do
some testing and then some brewing. Good luck. Question 2 months ago on Step 1. I want to
build a control box for a Rims system. Thanks, Steve. I just finished my initial build and LOVE
the final product, but am already looking at ways to upgrade down the road. Reply 6 months
ago. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Answer 1 year ago. I'm not familiar with the specific
output characteristics of your PIDs, but theoretically both could be connected to the SSR as it is
a logic level signal. In practice however the PID control function would be compromised by "too
many chefs" working at once and you may find temperature regulation will suffer. Good luck!
Reply 1 year ago. Temp regulation is the key here so any compromise is a no no. I may try it but
at the end of the day it may just be a case of monitoring the mash temp and just upping the set
value on the PID manually. Slowly collecting the parts and pieces to begin phase 1 of this build
BK control only. Wondering about the wood enclosure. Seemed reasonable to me, but have
been seeing conflicting opinions about safety. Reply 3 years ago. The wood enclosure does
soak up spills and splatter, so gets more worn with use but otherwise has been fine. Keep it
clear of the messy processes and you should be ok, it certainly isn't water tight. In terms of
safety, definitely a good GFI breaker is needed with proper grounding where applicable. Never
had a problem myself. Also, the heatsinks for the SSRs are outside the wood case and never get
very hot in my experience. The failure mode we've had is with the PID controllers. All the
original units have failed and we are now using a better quality unit only on the HLT with a
simple PWM controller on the boil. Great, thanks for the info. Building your enclosure so that I
can expand at a later date. Curious to know how yours are mounted. I see the mounting holes
on either end of the SSR cut out; does your sink or SSR have "ears" to use for the mounting
screws? My current plan is to get a thin piece of copper sheet and make a plate to sandwich
between the two pieces and leave it long and use that excess to tap some holes for mounting
screws. Reply 2 years ago. You can get heat sinks for enclosure mounting, where the heat sink
fins are outside the enclosure, while the SSR stays inside. For example, see Auberins. Thanks
for sharing this guide. The parts list and wiring diagram you've provided offer a level of context
and detail that other guides are seriously missing! I also plan to simplify just a bit and start with
only 1 heating element and 1 pump. Any tips for my plan before I start ordering parts? Thanks
again for sharing! Question 2 years ago. I'm an electrician from canada qc. Thank you to give us
all this information to get a cheap cost control panel to make good beer every day!! But i have
to advise you!! I don't know if the panel being wood is the only problem. There is nothing in this
panel that is protecting the smaller gauge wiring from overcurrent faults. Combine that with the
fact that it's a wooden panel and you have a nice fire hazard waiting to happen. So I have my
entire panel wired up and everything works just fine. PID's light up and read 21, All of my led
indicators work when I switch them on. However, My pumps are acting a little weird. When I turn
either one of my pump switches on it powers up both of my pumps. How do I seperate these
from each other using the receptacle I have. Thanks for your guide! I was inspired by that and
came up with my own build. Hello, I like your Guide. It is very Clear and understandable. How
would that change the wiring and would I have to use a different PID than the one listed? Reply
4 years ago. For the relay, you'd wire the black and white wires from the pump outlet to the relay
instead of the black and red. You would have to tune the PID but should be able to use any one
suitable for the project to drive the pump instead of the heater. I think. By jmengel Follow. More
by the author:. PDF Download. Participated in the Makerlympics Contest View Contest. Did you
make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! How to Make Shakshuka by Momos75 in
Breakfast. Steveming Question 2 months ago on Step 1. Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. CBBC
jmengel Reply 1 year ago. Great post and guide! Many thanks. There's a lot in there; hope it
makes some sense. Thanks again. MarkG bryanshults Reply 2 years ago. BeeE2 carton Reply 2
years ago. Thank you. KellanH whaug Reply 3 years ago. MikeS 3 years ago. Thank You looking
forward the your answer!!! Brewing beer with electricity is a great way to both simplify and
increase your level of control during the process. By adding an electric heating element directly
to your kettle you can avoid the limited working space and heat output of a conventional
stovetop and the space restrictions that come with a propane burner. If you're thinking about
doing an electric build, I highly recommend you visit The Electric Brewery. Many of the

members there were a great help in putting together my setup. The heating in this case is done
with a W hot water heater element powered by a V electic supply. This setup is also easily
upgraded by adding a second kettle in the future. Foreword: I'm going to list the bulk of the
parts needed here. There are a couple small things like machine screws, nuts, etc I don't list
because I'm assuming that if you think you can handle this project, then you have a coffee can
full of them sitting around somewhere. Aside from basic tools like a reciprocating saw, drill,
vice, and so forth, you will need a set of step bits for drilling holes in the keg. I used these
harbor freight bits and they worked out just fine. If you have the fancy punches, more power to
you, but they're not required. Parts list--The control panel The control panel is the center of the
electric brewery. While we will be building a simple version with control for a single element,
these can be as complex as you want with alarms, timers, switches, and the like. This reads the
temperature and controls the heat output via the SSR. This particular model is highly regarded
and can be run from a V or V electric supply. This particular item is for a weldless fitting. You
can get it in either a 2 or 4" probe, but having gone with a 4" I feel a 2" would be better if
mounting directly on the kettle wall. They can be found fairly cheaply on eBay. Make sure you
get one designed for 30mm fuses to ensure easy to find local replacements. If you already have
some that works too. By using a load center it already includes all the lugs and terminal bars
needed for the main power connections, and it's cheap. Also used to secure wire to circuit
breakers, spa panel, and outlet if installing new supply line. If using a different outlet make sure
you get a cord that will fit the proper style. At 10' it's long enough to cut a couple feet off to use
where 10G wire is needed for wiring inside of the control panel. Without a switch to completely
cut power to the heating element, one leg will always be hot. This is an okay practice if, just
exercise caution whenever you have the kettle plugged in. You may want to add a toggle switch
to completely disconnect power to the element from the control panel. It's something I may still
go back and do at some point, I'm really only skipping it because the test button on the line
cord functions as a kill switch for me. When installing this switch, it is wired in between the SSR
and the kettle outlet in the control panel. Parts list--Electric supply The electric kettle is going to
need a V power source to plug into. At full power a W element will pull somewhere around
amps, so it should be protected with a 30 amp breaker and wired with 10G wire or thicker. It
should also be GFCI protected similar to outlets in a bathroom or kitchen for safety. The
problem is high amp GFCI breakers are very expensive. The cheapest route is to use a spa
panel designed for hot tubs that comes with a 50 amp GFCI breaker far cheaper than you could
buy the breaker alone. Another option is a line cord that has the GFCI protection built in. I opted
for this since it will be easier to bring with me when I move. In most cases you are going to want
to install a separate outlet for the kettle. If you're not familiar with electric wiring, do a bunch of
reading and ask questions to someone who knows their stuff. Don't try anything unless you feel
comfortable with it. My setup runs entirely on V using three wires two hots and a ground. Given
the option, it's better to go with a 4 wire setup two hots, a neutral, and a ground as you can
supply V by connecting to one of the hots and the neutral. It offers more flexibility if you wanted
to use the outlet for something else or add other components like pumps that utilize V. My line
cord doesn't carry a neutral, so that was my limiting factor. You need to get the proper breaker
for your brand of panel. I had some laying around so I don't have an exact price on it. You may
be able to find a local electric supply shop to get your wire cheaper than at home depot. I use a
place that charges a per foot price based on 1, ft rolls regardless of how much you buy, but
YMMV. Parts list--The kettle These parts, along with the temperature probe, are installed kettle
side. This one puts out a LOT of heat. Home depot. Order two. PVC pipe fitting ring
Bargainfittings. Difficult to source part. The 2" probe will be too short if connected through the
sight gauge T. The first step is going to be to install the electric supply outlet. As mentioned
before, the way I did this and the way you'll be doing it are probably slightly different. I had a
line cord to provide my GFCI protection but the common route is go with a spa panel. I'll keep
this brief as the point of the instuctable is not to teach you how to wire electric panels. It goes
without saying to be very careful when doing this and don't work in a live panel. To install the
spa panel, install the amp two pole breaker in your main panel. Wire the other end of this to the
spa panel. Since I used a line cord, I wired directly from the 30 amp breaker to a 3 wire ring lock
outlet. The SSR will generate a good deal of heat which is why it comes it a heat sink. Ideally the
SSR is going to be in direct contact with the heat sink for the most ideal heat transfer. What I
wound up doing was carefully cutting out space for the SSR while leaving just enough room to
attach the heat sink with J-B weld. If I had to do it over again, I would probably just drill two
holes and mount the SSR on one side, the heat sink on the other, and the box wall in between. If
you apply thermal compound on each side this should be sufficient to transfer enough heat
from a single SSR setup. This part is entirely optional and is a matter of personal preference. If
you do decide to paint it, know that traditional spray paint will adhere poorly. Either use a

latex-based spray paint i. Krylon H20 Latex or hand paint on actual latex paint. Prime first. Take
care to mask of everything including open holes and scuff up the surface with sand paper. It's
important to understand exactly how the wiring is going to work. I've included the schematic I
used for the 3 wire setup as well as the changes needed to run this from a 4 wire system. The
switch is included, although this can be omitted if desired. The PID should pull very little power
regardless and the fuse is just there in case something goes very wrong. Not pictured are the
connectors for the RTD sensor. The white wire goes to terminal 5 while the two red wires go to
terminals 3 and 4. All of the wiring on H1 and H2 between the power in and the element should
be 10G. I wired the PID with 14G as it is fused to 0. The RTD sensor wires can be pretty thin
gauge. It's time to connect everything in the control panel as per the diagram. The top of the
box needs to go on 'backwards' to keep the outlet from hitting the SSR. If you look at it from the
side, the rounded lip on the edge of the box should line up with the smaller holes on the ends.
Rather than connect the power supply for the PID to the main lugs, I added crimp on rings and
connected them via the screws directly adjacent to the lugs. If so inclined, you might add
silicone to seal the box up. You can plug it in to make sure the PID powers up, but it will need to
be programmed before it functions properly. There are a couple ways to attach the heating
element to the kettle. I based mine off of Kal's from theelectricbrewery. Other people have been
known to make a mold and pour J-B weld thinned with acetone around the electrical
connections. Since the wires come up through the bottom of the box, I wasn't worried about
going nuts with waterproof fittings. Cut out the bottom of the handy box with a large hole saw.
Sand off any burs. One of the mounds on the back of the cover for the screw needs to be
ground flat as well. Line up the cover plate with the back of the box, apply a liberal amount of
J-B well, and leave them to set overnight. Ultimately the silicone o-ring will sit between the
kettle and the box. Theelectricbrewery method uses a stainless washer to maintain the o-ring's
shape when tightening the box down. The problem is that sort of washer is not an easy part to
find and I didn't want to place an order for 1 washer with McMaster Carr. I first tried to skip the
washer completely, but wound up with a leak as the o-ring got warped when I tightened the nut.
I filed the skinny side of the washer down to just a little bit shorter than the o-ring. This worked
out and I haven't had any leaks yet. I wanted to mount the heating element as close to the
bottom of the keg as possible so I could heat up smaller volumes of sparge water if needed. Of
course the bottom of the keg is curved, so go too low and the o-ring will not make a tight seal. I
threaded the element through and tightened the 1" stainless lock washer down on the inside.
After tightening I added a ring of silicone around the edge of the element as an extra precaution.
This shouldn't come in contact with the wort, so again I wasn't overly concerned about food
grade. Secure each of the hot wires to the heating element. You want the ground to be secured
to both the handy box and to the brew kettle itself. I mounted the ground wire directly to a
machine screw I put through the bottom rim of the kettle and ran a short strand of 10G wire to
connect it to the mounting point inside of the box. Check for continuity between the grounding
prong on the plug and the kettle. If doing both a sight gauge and probe, I recommend using the
parts listed earlier to save drilling another hole. Less possible leak points are never a bad thing.
The probe needs to be calibrated and it's way easier to do before you mount it to the keg see
next step. You will also want to calibrate the sight gauge by adding water a half gallon at a time
and using a marker to mark the volumes on the gauge. This can be either a cooler, plastic
bucket, or metal pot. If you are going to store the heated sparge water, heat it an extra degree or
two to allow for some heat loss. After a couple batches you should get a better idea of exactly
how much heat you'll lose. That said, you can add a second vessel for the cost of the element,
box, probe, and dryer cord. This is probably the direction I'll be headed shortly. More advanced
systems incorporate multiple PID's and SSR's to be able to heat both a HLT and BK
simultaneously, but these rapidly increase in cost from the components and need to be built to
handle higher amperage. Fill the kettle with proper volume of mash water and use the arrows to
program the set value to the desired temperature. Disconnect the power before you drain it
since you do not want to run the heating element without it completely immersed in water.
When it comes time to boil the wort, you are going to want to switch from automatic mode to
manual. When finished disconnect the kettle power cord, but you can leave the temperature
probe connected to continuously monitor the temperature of the wort as it cools. This setup
worked fantastic on my first brew, with many more to come. The entire process was much
easier and more precise than my propane burner efforts had been. Being able to run the entire
process next to a sink really streamlined cleanup too. Not to mention by doing this indoors in
the winter, all the energy lost during the boil is that much less I have to use to heat the house.
Thanks for reading and if you liked this instructable, don't forget to rate it. This is amazing. Can
anyone help me sort through how the wiring would need to be changed to build and use in
Europe where there is a Ground, neutral and single V hot. This is a great device and I had a fun

time building it. It has worked great on a bunch of BIAB brews. I'm using a V circuit, a watt
element and do 5 gal batches. I really like this set up. I did have a question I currently have a V
receptacle in my garage, assuming this was for a dry or stove and has the GFCI in the main
buss box, can I by pass installing a spa box and run directly to my control box for the PID? I
walked all over the store looking everywhere I thought they might have one, then and the sad
part is I used to be a journeyman electrician, should have thought of it first! Hopefully save
someone the trouble of hunting this down. I hope to finish putting everything together this
weekend, and will try to post pictures. I think my false bottom might be of interest to a few folks
here, and if it works like I plan it ought to be pretty slick! I bought the same load center box as
used in this instructable, but it was too small for what I wanted to do. I had to trash the box I
started with because I did not have enough space for the components. It has worked out quite
well and I had an easier time locating all the components with room to spare. Great write up. I
want to copy this and begin electric brewing. My wiring knowledge is just barely on the line of
sufficient to feel comfortable doing this. Would someone be able to tell me the gauge of wire
that was used between components in a little more detail. That info would be greatly
appreciated. Reply 4 years ago. Don't get too large and don't wrap bare stranded wire around
PID terminals. My buddy and I just picked up a couple kegs and wondered if there was a "simple
solution" to setting up for BK. Looks great. I plan to build something based on this soon. One
question: The grounding. Did you tie the ground to the side of the BK? What about to the
chassis of the control box? Just curious, but why post this when there are some really good
sites with great plans and schematics. You do a good job giving Kal a shout out, but see Ebrew
Supply for some great products and even the schematics. I am in process making my own 3
element system. Seems like a low key build to me. May lead people to believe they can perform
this with little or no experience. Love your spunk to take this on though. Keep in there! First of
all, great design! I'm building a eBIAB system and have used ideas from many different sites. I
learned so much studying your control box plans, and I chose to implement it because of it's
compact size and simplicity. That said, I'm mostly done making this and have struggled a lot.
Extreme accuracy is required to fit the components into the box. I'll probably finish and use
this, but my first 'upgrade' will be a slightly larger control box. Great build! Just one thing: in
step 4 you suggest it might be OK to simply transfer SSR heat through the box wall into the
sink, this didn't work for me. I would recommend any other builders to make sure their sink is in
direct contact with the SSR with some thermal compound for good measure. Otherwise, thanks
for the info, this helped a ton in my build. Great Article, I have been reading the forums
relentlessly about electric brewing and i really enjoyed this description and step by step walk
through. I was linked to this project from another forum. I'm looking to advance to electric
brewing, and wondering what you recommend for a kettle? I see in the photos that you're using
a keg? Could I use a 10 gallon pot? Or two for the dedicated upgrade. What is the deal with the
whole wiring up your own V outlet? Most people already have one in their house anyways. Also
I very much doubt that wiring your own V outlet without being a licensed electrician is not legal.
Unless I am missing something here, why not use your existing V outlet? Reply 8 years ago on
Introduction. There was no existing outlet. As far as legality, at least where I reside you are
welcome to get a permit from the town and do the work yourself. Reply 7 years ago on
Introduction. Fantastic job on this one - I made a nearly identical copy to your system and it
works like a champ. I'm a bit confused on one part of it. Everything in the path to the heating
element has a minimum rating of 30A, except for the cutoff switch which is 25A. Or since it's a
switch, is it safe to take it up to the limit? Thanks, and once again awesome instructable! That
said, it'd be easier if I did have a switch. I think the recommendation of the 25A over the 30A
was based on that large price difference you mentioned but it can't hurt to go for the higher
rating. As for whether it's necessary, I would try the homebrewtalk forums as there are people
there much more knowledgeable than me about the electric setup. You'll probably be doing that
anyway so you don't accidentally bump the toggle and dry-fire an empty kettle. Good luck!
Introduction: Electric Beer Brewing System. By MrBippers Follow. More by the author:. About:
I'm a PhD candidate in Pharmaceutical Sciences living the dream with my wife, two dogs, and a
basement that overfloweth with homebrew. Now it's time to prepare the box for it's new
purpose. It comes with lugs and a terminal strip, meaning less parts we'd have to buy separate.
To prepare it you'll need to: Cut off the tabs where a breaker would attach. These are not
needed and risk contacting things they shouldn't if not removed. They unscrew easily and are
quick work for a hacksaw or dremel. The extra plastic piece needs to be taken out as well. Cut
out the space for the PID towards the bottom of the box. Drill holes to mount RTD connector,
fuse holder, and toggle switch if used. I don't have a picture of these cut prior to install, but they
went directly to the right of the PID and can be seen in the finished pics. Just test fit them for
now. Remove the punchouts on the top plate. Test fit the 3 wire outlet. Mark and drill holes for

the outlet mounting screws. The PID comes mostly preset for our purposes, but a few minor
changes are required. Connect the probe but not the kettle and power up the system. The top
number on the PID displays the temperature read by the probe and the bottom number will
display the set temperature or power output in manual mode. Immerse the probe in a glass filled
with water and lots of ice. Let it sit for a minute to stabilize and make a note of the temperature it
displays. In the settings we will use this value to adjust the probe reading. Remove the probe
and disconnect. Hold down the set button on the PID to enter the options menu. Continuing to
press 'set' will cycle through the options. The following settings need to be changed. HY from 0.
Controls how much over or under the temperature can be. Change input type from K type
thermocouple to RTD. Calibrates the probe. Mine read 34 so with an offset of -2, it now read the
proper 32 in ice water. Allows manual control which will be used for boil. Continue to press set
until you cycle out of the menus and return to the main screen. Install the probe in the kettle and
fill it with around 4 gallons of water. Check for leaks, you may want to let it sit for a few minutes.
The last step is to train the PID for your system. Connect the kettle's power cord to the control
panel. Use the arrows to change the set value to The water will begin to heat to the desired F.
Once it reaches the PID should cycle the power on and off for a bit as it learns your system.
Once this process ha
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s finished the A-M led should go out. It is advisable to bring this water up to boiling for a bit to
check for leaks. Better to lose water now than wort later. If the temperature is massively off,
check to ensure all the wires are properly connected and the pins are not mixed up. My probe
initially read F and I sourced this back to one of the red wires having broken off the PID when I
was pushing it back in. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! How to Make
Shakshuka by Momos75 in Breakfast. DisplacedMic 9 years ago on Introduction. Reply Upvote.
HannibalRex 3 years ago. DarthStout 4 years ago. DarthStout brewguy Reply 4 years ago. Ha,
perfecto!! Everyone wants you to buy their expensive setups and I'm a do-it-myselfer like you.
Cheers, happy brewing ;. JohnR33 6 years ago on Introduction. BrianK7 6 years ago on
Introduction. JohnF8 6 years ago on Introduction. MrBippers lhosfield Reply 8 years ago on
Introduction. MrBippers tflenker Reply 8 years ago on Introduction.

